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Richmond Surgery Newsletter
Opening Times:

Have you completed your GP online services registration?

Richmond Surgery
Mon-Fri 8am-6.30pm
(see inside for details of
clinics outside of these
hours)

Following a review of our clinical
system and users of the GP online
services, we have noticed that
there are a large number of
patients who have requested online
access and have been issued with
the relevant online registration
EMIS pin number but they have not
completed the registration
process. In these circumstances,
the PIN number supplied will have
expired.

Wellbeing Pharmacy
Richmond Surgery
Richmond Close
Fleet Hants GU52 7US
Mon-Sat 0700-2230
Sun 1000-1700
Tel: 01252 447001
Rowlands Pharmacy
5 Linkway Parade
Courtmoor Fleet
Hants GU52 7UL
Mon-Thurs 0830-1800
Fri 0830-1830
Sat 0900-1300
Tel: 01252 615582

If you would like to be re-issued
with a PIN number to complete
your online registration, please
e m a i l
u s
a t
nehccg.richmondsurgery@nhs.net

Boots The Chemist Pharmacy
225 Fleet Road
Fleet Hants GU51 3BN
Mon-Fri: 0830-1800
Sat: 0830-1730
Sun: 1000-1600
Tel: 01252 613698

and provide your full name and
date of birth.
We will provide you with the
necessary Account ID and Access
ID numbers to enable you to
complete the registration process
for the GP online services. Only
a f t e r y o u h av e co mp l et e d
registration (click the green button
FIRST as shown in illustration
below) can you then sign in
(orange button for sign in as
below).
Please note, ONLY patients aged 16
and over can register for online
services.

Church Crookham Pharmacy
157 Aldershot Road
Church Crookham
Hants GU52 8JS
Mon-Fri 0900-1800
Sat 0900-1200
Tel: 01252 621098
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Booking Appointments ONLINE for Under 16s
If you book an appointment using the GP Online Services, but the
appointment is actually for your child, DO NOT check in at the self checkin screen upon arrival as this simply checks you in and of course the
appointment is not for you!
Instead, please go to our reception desk & say the appointment is for your
child so they can amend it to the correct patient. This ensures the doctor
has the correct medical records open and has an opportunity to review
before calling the correct patient in. This saves everyone’s time and does
not eat in to your 10 minutes consultation time whilst the GP closes one
record and opens another.
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Flu Clinics for 2017 - Saturday a.m. and midweek clinics
We are now in the summer holiday season and
the last thing any of our patients are probably
thinking about is flu and vaccination.
We
however start planning in January for the next flu
season.
We have scheduled our Saturday morning flu
clinics this year for Sat 23 Sept and Sat 7
October. There will be many mid week flu
vaccine clinics too.
ALL CLINICS REQUIRE AN APPOINTMENT
New Quad Vaccine
We are very pleased to confirm that we will be
offering the NEW ‘Quad-Vaccine’ (covers 4
strains) for the 2017/18 flu season, in addition to
the usual ‘Tri-Vaccine’ (covers 3 strains). Our
recommendation is to book early to ensure you
have an opportunity to receive the limited stock
of ‘Quad-Vaccine’
We will contact as many eligible patients as
possible using the tried and tested method of
text messaging and emailing, but do please
check our website, newsletters or ask when you
next visit or speak to the surgery.
Help us, so we can help you
The surgery purchases flu vaccines on your
behalf so please have your vaccine with us.
GP surgeries run like businesses and in order to
survive the flu vaccine programme helps
generate income by meeting NHS England
targets. If that money goes elsewhere,
surgeries struggle to survive and can no longer
offer the service.
When we vaccinate you against flu we also
obtain vital data that is necessary for your
medical record and care.
If you choose to go elsewhere for your vaccine
such as a pharmacy or supermarket, we cannot
gather this information, and they do not gather
this for us, so please book in here.

You have the opportunity to be vaccinated
against shingles, or pneumonia if you are
eligible.
We check if you are overdue a review for areas
such as your blood pressure, medication,
asthma, diabetes etc.
Have your flu vaccine in an environment that
you know, with clinicians and staff you know
and where we have your medical records
immediately to hand.
If you are eligible for the free flu vaccine,
please, book your vaccine at the surgery and
help us survive, gather your data, and ensure
your health is up to date all in one
appointment.
We work fast and are practised in vaccinating
you, informing you of updates required and
gathering data so this does not take long.
Mythbusters:
 We have not asked ANY pharmacy or
supermarket to give you the flu vaccine on
our behalf or gather vital medical updates.
 We are NOT running the vaccination
programme with any pharmacy or
supermarket
 You are NOT doing us a favour, or saving us
time by getting your flu vaccine somewhere
else.
 The pharmacies and supermarkets are NOT
doing us a favour by giving you the vaccine.
Quite the opposite.
 No pharmacy or supermarket has access to
your medical record.
This yearly vaccine programme is essential for
the surgery’s source to continue. Please ensure
that this year you help us continue.
Drs King, Sinclair, Hatley, Gossage &
Lingham
Donna Brennan, Managing Partner
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eConsult - Successful Go Live on Tues 4 July 2017
If you are not yet aware of what eConsult is,
eConsult is an online GP consultation tool.
It enables you to request medical advice from your
GP online without having to telephone the surgery
or book an appointment with your GP.
You will receive a response no later than the end of
the next working day. In addition, you have
access to reliable and trustworthy self-help content
and other local healthcare services that may help
you to avoid an appointment altogether.
It is already successfully used by surgeries in other
parts of England. Richmond Surgery and our fellow
3 Fleet practices are undertaking a pilot of this new
innovative tool for our CCG. We shall pilot this for
approximately 3 months and after that time, it will
be rolled out to the remaining 20 practices within
our North East Hants & Farnham CCG.
We are extremely pleased to advise that the launch
went ahead successfully and within the first week
alone we had received almost 50 eConsults from
patients.

We have however received some eConsults that are
not for online medical GP consultation for. Please do
note that eConsult is NOT for administration
requests such as the following:
To
To
To
To

request a prescription
request a sick note
request a referral
book an appointment

eConsults received for these reasons will not reach a
GP and in most circumstances, the sender will
receive a response advising the eConsult has been
rejected and to contact the surgery by the usual
methods to arrange.
To access eConsult simply visit our website http://
www.richmondsurgeryfleet.com 24 hours per day,
seven days a week and click on the banner on the
home page.
Click on the following link to see a
short 2 minute video about e-Consult: https://
youtu.be/tbg1AhkmZkU

It continues to be extremely popular and is working
very well, ensuring our patients have a further
method for accessing medical advice and care that
is flexible and interactive at a time that suits you.

In July 2017 we had a total of
60 missed GP appointments
62 missed Nurse appointments
That is an average of
6 appointments per working day
Some of these appointments were 20-30 minutes
with our nursing teams.
That is a lot of wasted appointment time.

If you would like a text reminder for your
appointment, please let reception know or send us an
email at nehccg.richmondsurgery@nhs.net
As a patient, please help your surgery AND your
access to care by
CANCELLING your appointment
if you no longer need it or cannot keep it.
Someone else will ALWAYS need the appointment.
Thank you
Drs King, Sinclair, Hatley, Gossage & Lingham
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NHS England’s CCG Annual Assessment 2016/17
The formal outcome of NHS England’s 16/17 CCG annual assessment has been announced. The
North East Hants & Farnham CCG which is made up of our 23 practices across Fleet,
Farnborough, Aldershot, Farnham & Yateley has achieved an overall rating of "OUTSTANDING".
The national results can be read here https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/ccg-annualassessment-201617/

Sending an Email to Richmond Surgery
Please note we can no longer accept emails
requesting medical or clinical advice. The
alternatives to access medical advice are:





use eConsult accessed from our website
www.richmondsurgeryfleet.com
book an appointment via our GP Online
Services or speak with our reception
team
request a telephone triage consultation
by speaking with our reception team

We have two main email addresses open to
patients:
1. general queries or requests:
nehccg.richmondsurgery@nhs.net
2. repeat prescription & sick note requests:
nehccg.richmondsurgery-scripts@nhs.net

DO NOT send your email to both email
addresses as this not only causes duplication
of work, but confusion and ultimately delays
and mistakes in particular where repeat
prescriptions are requested. Both mailboxes
are monitored continuously throughout the
day.
We use a separate email address ,which is
not monitored daily, to issue newsletters,
requests health data and for surgery notices.
Please DO NOT email the Surgery off
the back of that address as it is not
monitored daily and your email is likely
to be missed.

The Minor Illness Clinic
The Minor Illness Clinic is available to patients
aged 5 years and over. Minor illnesses are:
Persistent Coughs/colds and infections
Persistent Sore throats
Persistent Eye Infection/Conjunctivitis
Earache (not ear syringing)
Diarrhoea, Vomiting
Stomach upsets
Minor cuts, sprains
The appointments are 10 minutes and are NOT
for routine nursing i.e. blood tests, injections,
smears, travel, repeat prescriptions etc.

We do unfortunately continue to see
appointments booked online that cannot be dealt
with in the minor illness clinic. Please therefore
consider carefully when booking as your appt will
be cancelled, you will have a wasted journey and
will be asked to re-book accordingly.
If you are unsure if your ailment is a minor
illness, please speak with our reception team.
PLEASE reserve our valuable GP
appointments for serious issues and not
coughs, colds and infections.
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Treating post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
Treating post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD)
The main treatments for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
are psychotherapy and
medication.

monitoring your symptoms to see
whether they improve or get
worse.
It's
sometimes
recommended because 2 in every
3 people who develop problems
after a traumatic experience get
better within a few weeks without
Traumatic events can be very treatment.
difficult to come to terms with, but
confronting your feelings and I f w a t c h f u l w a i t i n g i s
seeking professional help is often recommended, you should have a
the only way of effectively treating follow-up appointment within one
PTSD.
month.
It's possible for PTSD to
be successfully treated many
years after the traumatic event
occurred, which means it's never
too late to seek help.
Assessment
Before having treatment for PTSD,
a detailed assessment of your
symptoms will be carried out to
ensure treatment is tailored to
your individual needs.
Your GP will often carry out an
initial assessment, but you'll be
referred to a mental health
specialist for further assessment
and treatment if you've had
symptoms of PTSD for more than
four weeks or your symptoms are
severe.
There are a number of mental
health specialists you may see if
you have PTSD, such as a
psychologist, a community
psychiatric nurse or a psychiatrist
Watchful waiting
If you have mild symptoms of
PTSD, or you've had symptoms for
less than four weeks, an approach
called watchful waiting may be
recommended.
Watchful waiting involves carefully

of

psychological treatment
techniques to help you come to
terms with the traumatic event.

For example, your therapist may
ask you to confront your traumatic
memories by thinking about your
experience in detail. During this
process your therapist helps you
cope with any distress you feel,
Psychotherapy
while identifying any unhelpful
If you have PTSD that requires thoughts or misrepresentations
treatment, psychotherapy is you have about the experience.
usually recommended first. A
combination of psychotherapy and Your therapist can help you gain
medication
may
b e control of your fear and distress
recommended if you have severe by changing the negative way you
or persistent PTSD.
think about your experience. For
example, feeling you're to blame
Psychotherapy is a type of therapy for what happened or fear that it
often used to treat emotional may happen again.
problems and mental health
conditions such as PTSD, You may also be encouraged to
depression, anxiety and obsessive gradually restart any activities
compulsive disorder.
you've avoided since your
experience, such as driving a car if
The treatment is carried out you had an accident.
by t rained mental health
professionals who listen to you Eye movement desensitisation
and help you come up with and reprocessing (EMDR)
effective strategies to resolve your Eye movement desensitisation and
problems.
reprocessing (EMDR) is a relatively
new treatment which has been
The main types of psychotherapy found to reduce the symptoms of
used to treat people with PTSD PTSD.
are described below.
It involves making side-to-side eye
Cognitive behavioural therapy movements, usually by following
(CBT)
the movement of your therapist's
Cognitive behavioural therapy finger, while recalling the
(CBT) is a type of therapy that t r a u m a t i c i n c i d e n t . O t h e r
aims to help you manage your methods may include the therapist
problems by changing how you tapping their finger or playing a
think and act.
tone.
Trauma-focused CBT uses a range
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It's not clear exactly how EMDR
works but it may help you to
change the negative way you
think about a t raumat ic
experience.
Group therapy
You may also be offered group
therapy as some people find it
helpful to speak about their
experiences with other
people who also have PTSD.
Group therapy can be used to
teach you ways to manage your
symptoms and help you
understand the condition.
There are also a number of
c h a r i t i e s
w h i c h
provide counselling and support
groups for PTSD. For example:
Combat Stress – a military charity
specialising in helping exservicemen and women
Rape Crisis – a UK charity
providing a range of services for
women and girls who have
experienced abuse, domestic
violence and sexual assault
Victim Support – providing
support and information to
victims or witnesses of crime
CRUSE – a UK charity providing
support and information for
people who have experienced
bereavement

phenelzine have also been found
to be effective and may
be recommended as well.
However, these medications will
only be used if:
 you choose not to have trauma
-focused psychological
treatment
 psychological
treatment
wouldn't be effective because
there's an ongoing threat of
further trauma (such as
domestic violence)
 you've gained little or no
benefit from a course of
trauma-focused psychological
treatment
 you have an underlying medical
condition, such as severe
depression, that significantly
affects your ability to benefit
from psychological treatment
 Amitriptyline or phenelzine will
usually only be used under the
supervision of a mental health
specialist.
Antidepressants can also be
prescribed to reduce any
associated symptoms of
depression and anxiety and to
help with sleeping problems.
However, they're not usually
prescribed for people younger
than 18 unless recommended by
a specialist.

Medication
Antidepressants
such
as parox etine, sert raline,
mirtazapine, amitriptyline or
phenelzine are sometimes used
to treat PTSD in adults.

If medication for PTSD is
effective, it will usually be
continued for a minimum of 12
months before being gradually
withdrawn over the course of
four weeks or longer. If a
medication isn't effective at
reducing your symptoms, your
dosage may be increased.

Of these medications, paroxetine
and sertraline are the only ones
licensed specifically for the
treatment of PTSD. However,
mirtazapine, amitriptyline and

Before prescribing a medication,
your doctor should inform you
about possible side effects you
may have while taking it, along
with any possible withdrawal

symptoms when the medication
is withdrawn.
For example, common side
effects of paroxetine include
feeling sick, blurred vision,
constipation and diarrhoea.
Possible withdrawal symptoms
associated with paroxetine
include sleep disturbances,
intense dreams, anxiety and
irritability. Withdrawal symptoms
are less likely if the medication is
reduced slowly.
Children and young people
For children and young people
with PTSD, trauma-focused CBT
is usually recommended.
This normally involves a course of
8-12 sessions that have been
adapted to suit the child’s age,
circumstances and level of
development. Where appropriate,
treatment includes consulting
with and involving the
child's family.
Treatment with medication isn't
usually recommended for children
and young people with PTSD.
PTSD and driving
Post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) may affect your ability to
drive safely, so you should inform
the Driver and Vehicle Licensing
Agency (DVLA) about your
condition.
Visit GOV.UK for more
information on PTSD and driving.
Page last reviewed: 06/09/2015
Next review due: 31/10/2017
For the full article visit:
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Staff Training Dates 2017
Regular training is an essential part of a GP surgery.
All staff will be training on the following dates. This
does therefore mean reduced availability between
these dates/times:
Monday 25 September 12.00 - 2pm
Monday 20 November 12.15pm-2pm
Wellbeing Pharmacy will be open as normal.

Concerns or Complaints
If you have concerns, complaints or wish to make a
suggestion please put this in writing, either letter
form, by email to nehccg.richmondsurgery@nhs.net
or use our Surgery Complaint Form available from
reception or our patient waiting room. Please do not
use the Friends & Family tick form as these are
anonymous and will cause delays.
Complaints are taken extremely seriously, therefore
your formal, signed written account will ensure we
have the full facts to conduct an investigation in to
your complaint.

We do not discuss in person or by telephone.
Speaking to a member of staff will not record your
complaint or concern and therefore our reception
staff will request that you put your complaint or
concern formally in writing.
We aim to acknowledge receipt of your written
complaint within 3 working days and where
necessary, will respond again after we have
investigated further.
Please ensure you provide
your full name and contact details. Anonymous
complaints are not dealt with.

Out of hours help
Patients in this area of Hampshire are able to call just one number - 111, for medical advice when the
surgery is closed.
The number has replaced the old Out of Hours number and the staff on 111 are able to refer you on to
the Out of Hours team if they decide that is required.
For Life-threatening
Emergencies
DIAL 999
9
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PPG - Patient Participation Group
You can learn more about us and our role on
Richmond Surgery’s website
www.richmondsurgeryfleet.com/patient-group
If you are interested in working with the PPG, please
email me in the first instance. Please note that
potential members are discussed with both existing
PPG members, and the Surgery Partners and the

Managing Partner.
Please note, the PPG remit is NOT to deal with
patient complaints. These should be addressed
directly to the Surgery in writing.
Barry Goring | PPG Chairman
Email: ppg@barryg15.plus.com

Patient Feedback
Patient Feedback:
Several patients asked for air
conditioning during the recent
spell of rare hot weather.

Patient Feedback:
“staff always very friendly and
make me feel at ease…………” “

Patient Feedback:
I’d like to book appointments in
advance up to 12 weeks

Patient Feedback:
“Dr Lingham very good…….”

Patient Feedback:
Some higher chairs for the
elderly and those who cant
sit on low chairs i.e. post
op hip patients.

Response: We have certainly considered this and last
year even obtained quotations. Unfortunately, unlike the
recent upgrading of the surgery windows, air conditioning
for those rare times when we experience such extreme
temperatures is not funded, all or in part, by NHS England
or our CCG. Whilst we would welcome air con to increase
comfort for not just our visiting patients, but our staff at
the present time it is unlikely to occur.

Response:
Unfortunately circumstances can
change over a 12 week period with all members of
our clinical teams; nurses and GPs who can be
called for training, seminars and essential
meetings. We therefore offer book ahead up to 6
weeks, but usually no further than that because of
the potential need to cancel. Appointments booked
more than 6-7 weeks ahead have a higher rate of
no shows too as a patient’s commitments can also
change.

Response:
A year or two ago, Communicare very kindly
gave us a donation to purchase three high
large chairs. These chairs were placed in the
treatment rooms. The chairs are costly and
without Communicare’s help we could not
have afforded any. We have chairs in the
waiting room that have arms to assist those
who have difficulty getting in and out of their
seat. We would ask that able patients avoid
using these chairs where possible.

Patient Feedback:
“nurses extremely
helpful in undertaking
an additional service
to my routine
visit………”
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Pharmacy 2 U
We would like to remind our patients that Richmond Surgery is not linked with the company
Pharmacy 2 U. Although the names of all four surgeries in Fleet is shown on their flyers, this is
misleading because we are not working with them.
We have received feedback from patients that medication is not being received. Medication is
NOT delivered by hand. It is sent via the post. There should be no need to use their postal
service. If you have informed us of your Nominated Pharmacy, your prescription is already
electronically issued to your Nominated Pharmacy, prepared by them and waiting for your
collection unless you have an alternative arrangement in place directly with them. We
understand that all the pharmacies in our area offer a true delivery service to your home.
Please think very carefully before using Pharmacy 2 U. Ensure you know the full service they
are offering.

Release Hypnotherapy
People are often amazed when they hear about the
many success stories attributed to the use of
hypnotherapy, not only the common things that
people know about, such as dealing with anxiety
and confidence, fears and phobias, weight loss and
smoking cessation, but successes with other less
know issues such as IBS, depression, eating
disorders, unexplained infertility and IVF, sports
performance and many more.
A common question that I’m often asked is, ‘is
hypnotherapy safe and how do I know that the
practitioner is qualified and competent?’
Hypnotherapy when carried out by a trained and
qualified practitioner is perfectly safe.
Sadly though, the hypnotherapy industry is
unregulated in the UK so finding a good practitioner
can be a minefield as there are so many poorly
trained, part timers about who simply see
hypnotherapy as a an additional income, rather than
a career.
Things are improving though. The Professional
Standards Authority for Health and Social Care (PSA)
is the independent government-appointed body that
oversees the work of the statutory medical, health
and care regulators, including the General Medical
Council (GMC), the Nursing and Midwifery Council
(NMC) and the Health and Care Professionals
Council (HCPC).

Since March 2012 the Professional Standards
Authority has also been able to accredit registers of
health and care occupations that are not regulated
by law (including hypnotherapy). The GMC has
amended its referral guidelines to include
practitioners who are on an Accredited Register as it
recognises that practitioners on an Accredited
Register are competent and safe.
I can confirm that in addition to being on an
Accredited Register, (held by Complementary and
Natural Healthcare Council (CNHC)).
I am also one of only six practitioners in the UK to
have been awarded a MSc in Clinical Hypnotherapy,
so you won’t find a more qualified hypnotherapist
anywhere! Therefore, you can have full confidence,
that you will receive a safe and professional service
if you decide to come and see me at The Richmond
Surgery.
Gary Coles PgCert (Clin. Hyp) PDCHyp SQHP
MBSCH Dip Adv. Hyp
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Private Complementary Therapies

Fleet
Minor Surgery
Minor surgery is available at the
surgery on a private basis.
The surgery is performed by Dr
Ed Hatley.
The following procedures are
available:






Skin tag removal
Wart and mole removal
Ingrowing toenail
Steroid joint injection
Histopathology
A price list is available at
Reception.
To book a consultation
please call 01252 811466

Private physiotherapy is available at Richmond Surgery. No waiting list and
hands on treatment. Mrs Emery has 22 Years’ experience in both NHS and
private physiotherapy. She provides treatment for spinal problems (neck
and back) and musculo-skeletal conditions (joints, ligaments and muscles).
She has years of sports physiotherapy experience after working with the
Birmingham Royal Ballet and local sports teams. She also provides
acupuncture.
Registered with all major insurance companies. (BUPA reg no 10011965)
and AXA/PPP (reg no MK00921).
For further information or to book an appointment, please ring Mrs Emery
on 07816834174 or email: physio@back2fitness-physio.co.uk
www.back2fitness-physio.co.uk

The Odiham Clinic
Osteopathy with
Christina Hood &
Anthony Brindle
Available by appointment at
Richmond Surgery
Please see their leaflets and
business cards
in our waiting area.
Contact The Odiham Clinic on
01252 459040
To arrange treatment at
Richmond Surgery
www.theodihamclinic.co.uk
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